Negotiations What Negotiations?
No-one can surely be in any doubt by now that Mr. Barnier is no negotiator.
Negotiation involves looking at situations and seeking common ground to the
advantage of both sides.
All Mr. Barnier has said so far is No! No! No! By continually demanding “more
information“ is he playing for time, just waiting for March 2019 to pass by?
If all the infrastructure is not in place by that date, for example Border Controls, do
we kiss goodbye to our hopes for the independence the Referendum promised us and start all over again?
Mrs. May has huge problems with ‘Remainers‘ in her party who are siding with
Brussels. David Davis must ensure Brexit remains centre stage of the threatened two
year transition.
One of the greatest dangers looming is the negativity by most of the media towards
Brexit, they bow to the EU’s ‘Media Grant‘. This may well help the pound fall in the
hope that the Euro gains parity.
A Bill could be introduced in Parliament for a 2nd Referendum if enough members of
the public can be persuaded that their money in investments and banks are failing
because the future of the pound looks hopeless.
If a ‘Yes‘ vote, a Bill to overturn Article 50 could be introduced and, if passed, we are
back in the EU. Is this pie-in-the sky thinking? Think about it! What is the EU rule
for new joiners? They have to adopt the Euro!
At their Brighton Conference, Labour made a great deal of the falling pound, treating
this as a dire warning of what was in store for us.
It is imperative we do not suffer a Labour government next election. Need I say
more on that? This is UKIP’s task now. We must shout it from the rooftops.
Brussels is the least of our problems. It is the enemy within we must continue to
expose.
The new UKIP Leader has a huge job to do and I voted for one who has shown
great competence in radio and TV appearances. That is where we will get our
message out.
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